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The quest continues

•••

Two candidates vi·s it campus
BY

ALLISON MILLIKAN

EOtTOR-IN-CHIEF

Two fmalists in Murray
State University's search for a
president visited campus this
week, meeting with faculty,
staff and students as well as
alumni and members of the
. community.
Mark S. Auburn, executive
vice president of the University
of Akron, took questions frOm
possible constituents Tuesday
and commented on his qualifications for the role of president.
He .baa been in his current
position at Akron for less than
a year. The position was established just prior to the 1.993 fall
semester, officials at Akron
said.
Auburn said the "marriage..
between the Board of Regents
and a president requires the
best committment to make a
leadership team work effectively.
"Everybody must recognize
he/she is an educator," he said,
"'not just for classroom instruction."
He said he would be committed to developing a master plan
for a caP.ital fundraising campaign.
If selected as president,
Auburn said he would bring
with him prior educational

experiences along with integrity and an ability to communiPRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES
cate and care for people.
"Sandie and I are looking for
a home and maybe this is it,»
Auburn said during the meeting with staff.
Kern Alexander, former
president of Western Kentucky
University, interviewed fer the
presidency Wednesday.
Alexander is currently serving as University Distinguished Professor at Virginia
Tech University, a position he
has held since leaving Western
in 1988.
Mark Auburn
Kern Alexander
While at Western, Alexander
increased
enrollment
by
Position:
Position:
approximately 3,000 students
Executive vice president of the
University Distinguished Professor
and created a new community
University at Akron
at VIrginia Tech
college at Glasgo~.
Education:
Education:
"I have some attachment to
University of Akron, B.A., B.S.;
Centre College, B.A.; Western
Murray,.. Alexander said. "My
University of Chicago, M.A., Pti.D. Kentucky University, M.A.; Indiana
father taught here and I
University, Ph.D.
thought it might be a wonderful experience to be back in
NOLAN B. PAlTON I Graphics Designer
western Kentucky."
Alexander received criticism
Alexander said Wednesday because they came soon after
for his plan to change the his reason for proposing the the Supreme Court decision in
structure and authority of the faculty editors waa to make the Haulwood us. Kuhlmeier thai
student-run newspaper, The publication s held internally gave high school principalS the
College Heights Herald, and accountable to faculty rather right to censor student newsthe Talisman yearbook at than students.
papers in secondary schools.
However, Alexander said his
He said the iaaue "ballooned
Western.
~.1988 M.:P.ro,PQ.sed .replac~to a freedom of the _press actions were not an effort to
ing student editors on The issue" when "two or three" pro- censor the newspaper.
College Heights Herald with fessors objected to his propos'That is ridiculous," he said.
faculty editors who would als. He said the press and oth- *A university should advance
select student editors.
era misinterpreted his actions the .free flow of ideas."

Presidential search
•
• • •
rece1ves
cr1t1C1sm
BY

ALL.ISON MILLIKAN

EDITOR-IN·CHIEF

The process of Murray State
University's search for a new
president has received criticism by persons ranging from
members of the campus community to Gov. Brereton
Jones.
Further controversy was
sparked by articles published
in The Courier-Journal on
Tuesday and Wednesday in
which the search committee
was alleged to have held illegal meetings with candidates.
According to Tuesday's article, Gary Cox, executive director of the Council on Higher
Education, admitted meeting
with four of the five members
of the search committee at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park MarCh 11.
Heruy J. Curtis, attorney for
Kentucky's Department of
Parks, denied a request made
by The Murray State News to
either deny or confirm th e
alleged meetings, citing KRS
61.878(l)(a) as the reason.
KRS 61.878(1Xa) states that
bookings of meeting rooms,
conference rooms and hotel
rooms are private transactions
by the contracting party and
the Department of Parks.
Wednesday's article report-

ed finalists James Kerley,
president of Hopkinsville
Community College, and Ray
Nystrand, dean of education
at the University of Louisville,
met with members of the
search committee March 3 in
Nashville.
Kerley, the third candidate
to tour campus, alledgedly met
with all five search committee
members for about two hours
in Nashville. Nystrand never
had an official cam pus visit.
Cox, Kerley and Nystrand
reportedly admitted they were
under the impression that
other candidates were being
interviewed at a later date.
Sid Easley, chairman of the
search committee, declined
Tuesday to respond to the
accusations except to say,
~ow you have or don't have
the meetings is beside the
point.
-rhe process of getting the ·
very best president for the
University is much more
important," he said.
Since the presidential
search committee ia considered a public agency, 24-hour
notice of meetings is required
under the Open Meetings
Law.
,
An article in Wednesday's
edition of 'I'M Paducah Sun
See SEARCH/14

·Faculty Senate unanimously opposes Alexander for president
BY E.L. GOLD
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

Members of Faculty Senate met
late Thursday afternoon and unanimously voted to support the action
taken Wednesday by the executive
council that declared Kern Alexander
unacceptable for the presidency.

A memorandum drafted at
Wednesday's meetirig and sent to the
Board of Regents called Alexander
"unareeptable for the position of president of Murray State University."
The Board responded to the memo,
saying "we are amazed and disappointed that Nancey France handed
us this memo even before Kern

Alexander met with faculty and discUssed his candidacy.... It could not
possibly represent the view of the
whole faculty."
Faculty Senate president Nanoey
France said opposition is widespread.
-rbere is overwhelming sentiment
against him," France said.
She said it is very possible that a

president will be selected at tomorrow's 3 p.m. Board meeting.
"The whole procedure shows contempt for the faculty," Charles
Daughadny, professor of English,
said. "We're going to have four to
eight more years of the same kind of
misery (if we hire Alexander)."
During Thursday's meeting Faculty

Senate held diacuaaion about aaking
the regents to resign or having Gov.
Brereton Jones recall them.
"That would go to the heart of it,
because all the rest is just chatter,"
said Bill Schell, assistant professor of
history.
However, the motion waa withdrawn without a vote.

Search committee meets today
STAFF REPORT

Murray State Unive.('sity's
Board of Regents will meet in
special session at 3 p.m. this
afternoon.
The agenda will include an

.

Executive Session concerning
personnel issues and consideration of the selection of a president.
' Search committee chairman
Sid Easley was unavailable at

press time Thursday to comment on the speci~ meeting.
The committee did give 24
hours notice of the meeting as
required by the Kentucky Open
Meetings Law .

General Assen1bly's special session
deterinines Blackburn's fate
BY j ENNY W

OHLLEB

SENIOR EDITOR

Jud Cook/Pholo Editor

Eric Crump, junior from Cadiz., participates In the "Historical Step-oft' of Legends'• held
Saturday at Racer Arena. Murray State's Zeta O micron chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha placed first
In the fraternity divisio n, and Alpha Ka ppa Alpha placed second In the so rority division. The
step show was sponso red by t he University Ce nter Board and the National Panhellenic Council.
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COLLEGE LIFE

Booze-n-cri me ...

Legal gambling ...

Recent increases in campus
crime may be attributed to
increasing use of alcohol.

6

For the first time in S8 years, the regular session of the Kentucky General Assembly ended
without a budget when the House of
Representatives sustained Gov. Brereton Jones'
veto.
J ones will now call lawmakers into special ses~
sion to paas a budget for 1994-96 before the fiscal year begins July 1.
The budget was defeated because many lawmakers and Jones felt it lacked funding for construction projects.

Murray State University did not receive funding for renov.a tion of Blackburn Science Building
or for the Eaatem Rim Center in the original
budget. A special session could mean Murray
State would receive funding for these projects.
"The special session will have a very direct
affect on us," James Booth. acting President,
said. "All the work we've done is based on a 2
percent increase in state funding. Anything else
we get would be icing on the cake.
"It will give (legislators) the opportunity to
work on getting the Blackburn renovation project included in the budget...

SPORTS
A dynamic duo ...

Vegas Night, sponsored by the
Residence Hall
Association, will be
held tonight in the
Stables.

8

Heather Samuel and Charmaine
Thomas have more
than track in common. They both also
call Antigua home.

11
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reedom Fest
Freedom Fest '94 will sponsor West Kentucky's Biggest Citywide Yard Sale on May 7 from 7 a .m. to 3 p.m. Applications may
be picked up at the Murray Tourism Commission Office,
Commerce Centre, 805 N. 12th St.
For more information call 753-5004 or 753-5171.

Ba ccalaureate exhibition
Kathy C. Musser, a bachelor of fine arts candidate with an
emphasis on surface design, is presenting her baccalaureate
exhibition at Murray State University beginning Wednesday.
The reception for -rhe Gathering" will be held on Saturday
from noon until 8 p.m. in the fifth floor lobby of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
Musser's exhibition will be on display in the Fine Arts Center's
Clara M. Eagle Gallery through May 1.
For more information contact the galleiYs director, Albert
Sperath, at 762-6734.

A nnual loan limit period for
Stafford Loans to change for
19 94-95
The United States Department of Education has advised colleges and universities that a new statutory academic year definition will be used to determine the frequency for annual loan limits. As of July 1 the Student Financial Aid Office will assume
responsibility for monitoring a borrower's annual loan limit muimum through the loan certification process. This function was
previously performed by state guarantee loan agencies.
Questions in regard to this new policy may be directed to the
Student Financial Aid Office at Murray State at 762-2546.

International students
m eeting
The Immigration and Naturalization Service will meet with
Kentucky school officials on Thursday at Elizabethtown
Community College to discuss issues dealing with international
students.
•All Kentucky schools which enroll international students are
invited to attend this meeting," according to Ann Stathos,
Kentucky r epresentative ofNAFSA.: Association of International
Educators. The Association and the :ms have been working
together for three years to improve school compliance with INS
regulations governing international students, Stathos said.
The meeting will be held at 11 a .m . in Room 112 of the
Elizabethtown Community College Administration Building. For
additional information call Stathos at 796-8253.

ide o conference
Members of the Marshall County Health Department will be
coming to Murray State University today to participate in an
interactive video conference.

. .. . .. .. .

...

According to John B. Griffin. of Murray State's Center for
Continuing Education, the conference will cover information on
"nutrition skills of diverse families and communities in the
dynamic health arena."
The keynote speaker will be Dr. Catherine Cowel, clinical professor of public health at Columbia University.
Murray State University will be providing the Currie Center•s
Barkley Room as a satellite downlink.

WEEK .IN PREVIEW
Friday, April 22
• Percussion Ensemble - 8 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. Admission is
$2 for students and $5 for the general public.
• RHA Vegas Night - Casino games will be held in the Curris
Center Stables beginning at 8 p.m. For more information call 762·
4508.

Parking lot closing
A portion of the Currie Center parking lot will be reserved
from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. April 29. for alumni and friends attending
the Class of '44 Coffee and the Emeritus Club Luncheon .

Saturday, April 23
• Regional Science Fair - Primary/elementary/middle school division in the 17-county region will be held in the West Kentucky
Exposition Center from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 762-2886 for more
information.
•
• Banquet · Women's Basketball Banquet at 7 p.m. in the Curris
Center Ballroom.

Engineering day
Approximately 250 students from seven regional high schools
will attend the second annual ~ngineering Technology Day" at
Murray State University.
The two-day event started Thursday and will end today.
Students will tour Murray State's Collins Center for Industry
and Technology and attend demonstrations of civil/construction
labs. computer-aided drafting and design, computer-aided manufa.cturi.ng, computer numerical control, electrical engineering
technology and environmental engineering technology.

Sunday, Apr il 24
• Recital - Allison Diaz, oboe, will present a senior recital at 2 p.m.
in the Farrell Recital Hall. The concert is free.
• Concert - Presented by the Choral Union/University,
Chorale/Concert Choir at 3:30p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. Admission
is $2 for students and $5 for the general public.

Monday, April 25

Native American Woods Walk

• Archaeology Meeting - Cross-Cultural Archaeology: African and
American Pasts will be presented at 7:30p.m. in Room 208 of
Farrell Hall.

Murray State Univenity's Wickliffe Mounds Research Center
will host its third annual "Native American Woods Walk" April
30andMay 1.
The walks will again be led by Victoria Fortner, a Shawnee
descendant and herbalist from St. Louis.
Programs are scheduled at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m . each day, and
are included in the regular admission fee of $3.50 for adults;
$3.25 for senior citizens; and $3.50 for ages 6 to 11. Those interested in group discounts should call the center.
For more information call 335-3681. Center hours are 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m., dai}Y·

Tuesday, April 26
• Movie - Demolition Man will be shown at 8 tonight and tomorrow
night in the Curris Center Theater. Admission is $1 .50 with student
I. D.
• Student Composer Recital - 8 p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall. The
concert is tree and open to the public.
• Student Teaching Orientation - 3 to 4 p.m. and 6 to 7 p.m. in
Curris Center Barkley Room.

We dnesday, April 27

IDC common final

• Hearty, Healthy Meals - The meal management class will sponsor lunch in the Twin Tower dining room at 11:30 a.m. Call762-384. •

A live review session. hosted by Dr. Ken Wolf, for the IDC 102
common final will be broadcast over TV-11 from 7 to 8 p.m. April
27. A studio audience will set in on the presentation with phone
,
lines open to viewers at home.
The station will replay the program on May 1 and May 8 at 6
p.m. and 9 p.m. each night.

Thursday, April 28
·Meeting - A.A./N.A. "University Group" Alcohol and Narcotics
Abuse Support Organization meels every Thursday at 6 p.m. in the
Curris Center Ohio Room.
• Dance Theatre - "A Baker's Dozen Assortment of Dance Theatre"
at 8 p.m. in the Johnson Theatre tonight through Saturday.
• Lecture • •Inside the Clinton Campaign: Reflections from the
Arena" will be presented as the annual Harry Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture at 7:30 p.m. in the Wrather West Kentucky
Museum auditorium. Free to the public.
• BIS Senior Project Forum - Graduating seniors in the Bachelor
of Independent Studies program will present overviews of senior
projects from 1 to 3:30 p.m. in the Curris Center Barkley Room.
• Brass Choir Concert .. 8 p.m. in the Curris Center. Free--and open
to the public.

Waterfield Lecture series
Diane D. Blair, professor of political science at the University
of Arkansas, will deliver the Harry Lee Waterfield Distinguished
Lecture in Public Affairs titled, "Inside the Clinton Campaign:
Reflections for the Arena," at 7:30p.m . Thurs. Apri1 28 at the
Wrather West Kentucky Museum Auditorium.
The Waterfield Lecture series has been an annual event at
Murray State University since 1978.
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Newest Alumnae!
We will MISS YOU!

~

Consider Graduate School
at
Murray State University

~lA
~~

Give yourself an opportunity for:
J'Higher starting salaries
J'Faster promotions
See your Department Chairman for details
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For more Information contact:
Dr. William Payne, Coordinator
324 Wells Hall
762-6464

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3303

Miss McCracken County
Fair Beauty Pageant
1Oth Ann iversary
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tips n1ay pay

The Murray City Police
$15 to $25 for information
Department is working with
about crimes.
The campus version will SGA to help plan the crime proThe Student Government
encourage
students to report gram, Kassing said
Asaociation is planning a new
SGA plans to study other
any
information
which may
crime fighting program at
campuses
and the "Crime
lead
to
the
solving
of
a
crime
on
Murray State University for
Stoppers"
program
in Murray
campus.
Students
may
call
next semester.
to
try
to
develop
a
program
that
with
their
information
and
The program will be similar
is
workable,
Kassing
said.
receive
a
code
number
to
proto the "Crime Stoppers" pro"It was just something that
gram, but known by a different tect · their identity, Kassing
the Student Government wantname, said Brum Kassing, SGA said.
SGA is currently in the plan- ed to do something about,"
senator-at--large.
Like the "Crime Stoppers" ning process of the program Kassing said.
program, the program would and will present the plan to
SGA and Public Safety will
probably reward approximately Public Safety in a few weeks.
work together if the proposed
BY jENNIFER DICKERSON

REPORTER

It's Earthday... RECYCLE
your

program is implemented. SGA
will provide the money and
Public Safety will house the
phone line and the answering
machine.
SGA will also provide the
money to get the proposed program started. The organization
will provide approximately
$1,000 toward start up costs
and will continue to provide
reward money.
"We hope other organizations
on campus would donate
money,• Kassing said.

Mun-ay
State
N

The sisters of Theta Chi Delta
would like to thank

Kim Fisher and her committee
for a great Sapphire •941

Love,
Your sisters 1n E>X.1

Area quake not out of question
BY MICHELE lONGWOflTH
REPORTER

Although the Midwest bas not experienced a quake as disastrous as the one
Californians felt in January, residents are
not completely immune from experiencing
an earthquake.
The New Madrid Fault is a threat to the
heartland.region. Hidden about 20 kilometers below the earth's surface, the fault is
estimated to be 40 miles wide and 200
miles long.
Between December 1811 and February
1812, the fault unleashed three earthquakes, all of which registered greater
than 8 on the Richter Scale.
Neil Weber, chairman ofthe department
of geosciences, said some faults run
through the southeastern part of Murray,
but do not pose an imminent threat.

Weber said neotechtonic faults, which are
found farther west, are
those that currently
experience
seismic
activity.
Western Kentucky
First In a series could receive consider·
of three articles able property damage
and loss of lives if a
quake like the one in 1811 should strike.
Fortunately, Weber said a four percent
chance exists for us having a quake of that
nature within the next 50 years.
Despite the encouraging news, there is a
probability of a lower magnitude quake.
Weber said most scientists believe it will
measure between 6.0 and 6.5 on the
Richter Scale. The Murray area could suffer some loss oflife and property, as well as

some structural damage.
The river counties would be hit hardest
~use of their proximity to the epicenter
and their types of soil.
The mid- to high-rise building structures
on campus are at greatest risk during an
earthquake. Generally, the higher the
building and the more densely populated it
is, the greater the risk, Weber said.
Hart Hall's stairwell is not structurally
tied to the load bearing building and could
collapse during a quake. Weber said people
are urged not to use external stairwells.
Based on engineering studies, the buildings on campus are not built on any sus·
pect soils, and probably will not collapse.
On May 19 and 20, Murray State will
host an earthquake college for regional
governmental leaders.

Razzle Dazzle
to

Ashley Oliver
for a beautiful Mother/Daughter Tea.
You out did yourself!
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Love, Your Sisters

FAIN INSURANCE

Thank You

AGENCY

i'l'~

Auto

Life

Home~ Health

to the brothers of ATO for a hoppin'
good time at Frog Hop! We had a
BLAST! ~
Love,
the sisters in A.LA

B.aaineu

AnnuiUea

[Jia~
814 s. 4th St.

Pi Kappa Alpha

You've Earlled Your
Degree. Now Let Us Earn
Your Loyalty.
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Ford Mustang, Motor Treod Car at the Yaar, or one of
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VIEWPOINT

The

Apr,il 22, 1994

LE'fiERS

Search yields
unacceptable
candidate
The search for Murray State's .new president
has been flawed throughout. The search committee has acted in secrecy, apparently disdainful of
the intense interest and valid concern of the campus community.
Candidates' names have been withheld until
hours before they visited campus, a complete list
of candidates is still not available, and this week,
news broke that members of the search committee
have held secret meetings with candidates, apparently in violation of the Kentucky Open Meetings
Law.
As well as flouting the wishes of Murray State
students, staff and faculty, and perhaps defying
the laws under which they are charged to operate,
the search committee has seen fit to bring to campus a candidate whose last presidential appointment was fraught with controversy.
The Murray State Faculty Senate has said the
candidacy of former Western Kentucky University
President Kern Alexander is "unacceptable."
We agree.
Alexander left Western with at least one goal
unfulfilled. He sought to wrest control of the student newspaper away from the students and place
it under the directorship of hand-picked "faculty
editors."
In a March 21, 1988, resolution written by
Mark Goodman, director of the Student Press Law
Center of Washington, D.C., the spring national
meeting of College Media Advisers, Inc., called the
attempt "clearly unconstitutional.... We, as college media advisers, deplore this shotgun attempt
at muzzling a quality student forum."
Alexander now calls his efforts to control the
student press at Western "fiscal accountability,"
but he steadfastly refused to answer direct questions about his faculty-editor proposal in interviews here Wednesday.
We do not need that. kind of president at
Murray State University.
Kern Alexander left campus late Wednesday
afternoon. We were glad to see him go.

Transfer students bring
persistence to degree effort
We appreciate the University's effort to recruit
transfer students from the community college sys- .
tem.
With performance-based funding, student
retention becomes ever more important, and these
students have already proven their interest in
obtaining a college degree through two years of
successful class work.
They are likely to continue that determined
e~orthere.

M:.u-raY' SU1e News

AOPi clarifies
All Campus
Sing error

Committee ignores rules
You can't make up the rules
as you go along - unless of
course you are the presidential
search committee. News broke
this week that during the
process of searching for a new
president, members of the
search committee met
privately
with potential
candidates
at
Kentucky
Dam Village
and
in
Nashville.
This
is
clearly a violation
of
jENNY
Kentucky's
W OHLLEB
0 p e n
Senior
Meeting law,
Editor
w h i c h
requires public agencies, which the search
committee is considered, to provide a schedule of meetings and
to announce special meetings.
With five lawyers on the
Board, I find it hard to believe
that not one of them could figure out meeting with candi·

dates privately could be considered illegal.
I understand the reasons
Board members have given for
meeting privately. They said
some of the candidates wished
to remain anonymous so their
participation in the search
would not get back to their
home campuses.
However, I have to ask how
far we have to get into the
search before candidates are
willing to go public? Is there
something for them to be
ashamed of?
I fmd the actions of the
search committee not only ille·
gal, but also unconscionable.
They are part of the Board of
Regents, the governing body of
this school. What kind of example does this set for the thousands of students, faculty and
staff, who put faith in this system and those who run it.
I am angry, angrier than I
have been all year. This search
process, which has been criticized by the lowliest person on
this campus all the way to the
Governor's mansion, lost my
faith long ago. Now the Board

has lost my trust.
I have not often seen eye-toeye with the actions of the
Board this year, but I have
always respected them for
doing their best for this
University. Now I question
even that.
More than any member of the
Board, the students, faculty
and staff have to live with the
consequences of the committee's decision on a daily basis.
Except for the student and faculty regents, the other members of the Board are not often
on campus, or even in town.
The Board of Regents, and
any committee formed by it, is
not a private club with its o~
set of rules.
I feel disgusted that the
search committee thought they
could get away with conducting
the search any way they saw
fit. Open meeting laws have
been enacted to keep groups,
like the Board of Regents, from
becoming dictatorships where
the conStituents have no rights.
If our governing body cannot
see fit to follow the rules, what
law they will ignore next?

To the Murray State Community:
The sisters of Alpha Omicron
Pi would like to take this
opportunity to explain our
position on the unfortunate
incidents surrounding All
Campus Sing last week.
First, I would like to congratulate the sisters of Alpha Delta
Pi, Alpha Gamma Delta and
Sigma Sigma Sigma on their
wonderful performances and
awards. Alpha Omicron Pi did
not expect to win the competition; thus, that is not the foundation for this letter.
However, we also did not
deserve to be put in the uncomfortable and embarrassing situation that was the result of
poor decision making and poor
handling of the competition.
We are totally inndcent of
any wrongdoing, unless it ia
wrong to go to All Campus Sing
with a carefree attitude and to
have fun with your sisters. I
am sure you will agree it is not.
Please understand our innocence in this situation and
know that we in no way
deserve the harsh treatment or
ridicule we have received as a
result of this incident.
We congratulate the sisters
of Sigma Alpha Iota on their
sponsorship of such a successful event that is eJ:\joyed by the
entire campus community.
Alpha Omicron Pi is very
proud of the Greek system at
Murray State University. We
hope that through mutual support and respect, the system
will only become stronger in
the future.
Respectfully,
Sara Thompson, president,
Delta Omep Chapter,
:Alpha omicron Pi

The Murray State News
welcomes commentaries
and letters to the editor.
The News reserves the
right to edit for style and
length. Deadline for letters and commentaries is
noon Monday prior to
publication on Friday.
Letters should be 300
words or less and must be
signed. Writers should
include their address and
phone number for verification. Published letters
will be kept on file for
public inspection at the
Murray State News offic,.e
in Room 111, Wilson Hall.
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Like many other individuals who are
part of the "wwred" generation, communicating via the "information superhighway"
has become a daily part of my life. Each
day, I read and respond to any electronic
mail or bulletin board messages from the
on-line service I subscribe to.
rve been fortunate in
In
that I have met a hand·
ful of these "cyberMy
friends" in the real
Opinion
world, and all of them
have been genuinely nice
people.
On-line communication can open up many
doors of opportunity,
from potential networking contacts to conversing with individuals you
ERIN
might not otherwise
l UcAS
have the opportunity to
Guest
meet. As a graduate stuColumnist
dent, my interest and
experience in this area
has been the catalyst for me to change my
thesis topic.
However, a recent experience has made
me realize that despite the positive aspects
of on-line communication, there is a defi·
nite negative side as well. In addition, this
experience has made me question one of
Murray State University's policies, a policy
that has an impact on all students.
One of my on-line contacts who lives several states away made an attempt to

obtain a pi~ of me without my knowledge. The method the individual took is not
important. What is important is how much
information Murray State is willing to disclose to a telephone caller.
By calling Records and Registration,
anyone can obtain the following information about a student:
• loca.Vpermanent address
• phone number
• date of birth
• place of birth
• other colleges attended.
If a student does not want this information released, then the student must fill
out a form requesting that it not be di~
closed.
I vaguely recall a mention of this form
during the flurry of registration.
When considering what Records and
Registration will reveal to a caller, the first
thought might be, •& what? Almost all of
that information is available in the campus
directory, anyway.•
True, if you pick up a campus directory,
you can find out where a person lives and
what their phone number is. In fact,
Records and Registration considers what
they reveal to be simply "directory information."
However, this seemingly casual attitude
toward divulging phone numbers is more
than a quirk in Murray State policy; it is
potentially harmful to every student at the
University.

Not every Murray State stu dent ia going
to have someone they have only talked to
via computer attempt to track them down.
My situation is a bit unusual.
However, by indifferently revealing
information like a student's phone number, I feel as if Murray State is violating
the right to privacy that should be guaranteed to every student.
This policy extends beyond the Records
and Registration Office. It is also common
in the residence halls as well. By calling
the front desk of any of the dormitories,
you can find out a student's phone number
and campus address.
Perhaps I come across as a bit of an
alarmist. After all, my situation is probably the only one comparable at a university of over 8,000 students.
Nothing horrible happened to me as a
result of a stranger finding out where I
live. I wasn't attacked. I didn't receive
threatening phone calls. I didn't open up
my dorm room one morning and find an ax
murderer waiting outside.
Regardless, the thought that any ofthoae
things could have happened convinces me
that it is time for this Murray State policy
to be changed. I have spent a great deal of
money to attend this institution. The least
I can expect in return - in addition to an
education- is safety, security and privacy.
Erin Lucas Is a graduate student In the department
of speech communication and theatre.
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By Allison Millikan

Carstens, Bell put KERA to .work
Seven Murray State students
recently got hands-on archaeology experience when they
assisted Ken Carstens on an
archaeological
dig
in
Smithland.
Carstens, professor of anthropology and director of Murray
State's archaeology service center, received a $10,000 grant
from the Kentucky Heritage
Council to map, test and
explore a Civil War fortification
named Fort Smith.
N onn Snider of the Council
on Higher Education said this
project is an excellent example
of putting the Kentucky
Education Reform Act to work
in the high school.
Debbie Bell, science coordinator at Livingston County High
School, said the project has had
"very positive and far reaching
effects on the students."
She said they are studying
the fort in history, science and
English classes aside from
working hands-on, sifting
through dirt in hopes of locatAllison Millikan/Staff ing artifacts.
Bell said KERA encourages
Kathy Tucker, foreground, and a Livington County st udent and
teacher dig at Fort Smith in t he area where the brick floor was communicating across the curriculum and studying the fort is
located.

a prime example of how KERA
can be implemented into the
schools.
Meranda Caswell, Kathy
Tucker, April Haneline, Scott
Kayse, Josh McNally, Diana
Robinson and Tina Olson spent
their Spring Break working at
the site with- over 200 LCHS
students.
The earthen fort, occupied at
one time by 300 Federal soldiers between September 1861
and June 1865. is located on
the highest point in Smithland.
The strategic vantage point
allowed soldiers to monitor
movement on both the Ohio
and Cumberland rivers.
Carstens said the fort's initial
function was to serve as a staging area for more than 15,000
troops in preparation of the
Union attack on Forts Heiman
and Donnelson.
LCHS and Murray State students first searched the area
surrounding the fort with
metal detectors in hopes of
locating Civil War artifacts.
However, Carstens said further
investigation into the flagged
areas revealed only nail.s and

Carstens and an LCHS student
stove parts.

During Spring Break, one
particular area of the fort, a
brick floor , gained significant
attention. MSU stu dent Kathy
Tucker said the brick floor was
·surroun ded by nails, which
indicates the floor was surrounded by some sort of wooden
structure.·
Carste)\s speculates the
bricks might have lined the
floor of a latrine, the base for a
flag pole, served as captains
quarters or perhaps a quarters
for a telegraph office.

He suspects the area had
been combed with metal detectors many years ago before
trespassing on state properties
became a felony conviction.
He said although no ammunition or medallions have been
recovered, the accomplish ments he and the students
have made while investigating
the fort have been worthwhile.
"We have investigated a historic site which up to this point
has been neglected archa~logi
cally,• he said. "We put the site
on the map."
More importantly, Carstens
said, "we excited a series of
high school and college students by applying KERA to
archaeology."
Fort Smith is expected to be
nominated to the National
Register · of Historic Places, a
file of all sites in the nation
deemed historically significant. ·
Carstens said excavation of
the fort will continue throughout the next five years,
Students in one of Carstens'
archeology classes will travel
this fall to Fort Smith, allowing
around 40 more students to
participate in the study.

Student teachers prepare for changes
which outline desired stuOther students share the concern
from multiple choice
dent outcomes.
that they will 'SOOn enter the teaching
questions and a move
"There is not•a course~'tW<lrld despite the 1fQct that/ they have
toward asking openoffered that soley concen- not bad ·a clasf5 that Wcu581t instrucended test questions,
trates on KERA," Brooks tion on KERA's objectives.
which allows teachers to
said. "' did have a few
One student who requested her
more·
effectively
access
In the absence of a college course
classes that pr ovided me name not be disclosed, said professors
student
knowledge.
focusing specifically on KERA, educawith good information at Murray State are not teaching
Kristy Brooks, senior
tion majors and students seeking
about KERA that I can •teachers-~be" what they need to
teaching certification are compiling as from Marion, is currently
use."
.
know about KERA.
much information as they can about student teaching in
One
problem
Brooks
"When I graduate I won't know how
the 1990's movement toward educa- English at Murray High
has
found
with
the
educaKERA
works," she said, "and that is
School. KERA was formution reform.
tiona!
reform
act
results
scary.•
lated just after she gradAmong other things, KERA urges uated high school, so she
from teachers not impleLewis . Bossing, chairman of the
teachers to provide students with had no experience with
menting KERA's teach- department of elementary and . seemore hands-on learning activities and KERA-oriented
ing styles into their daily ondary
education,
said
the
classmore group collaboration on assign- rooms before entering colProfessional Standards Board has
lud Cook/Photo Editor activities.
ments. It also encourages communi- lege.
~verybody has a difconsidered changing certification
Willis Johnson t eaches EDU 303, Strategies of Teaching, to a clas<;
cating across the curriculum, the
ferent
idea
what
KERA
requirements to better assess outgoBrooks, like most othe~ of students enrolled In t he teacher preparation program.
process of focusing on one subject,
is," she said, ""but there is ing students in teacher preparation.
such as archaeology, in several disci- student teachers, were
KERA-style instruction.
not one concentr ated effort to define
He said it has been proposed that
forced to jump "feet first" into teaching
plines.
Student teachers are expected to what it is or how it should be imple- each state-funded campus would
a class of students who expected know KERA's 75 learner standards,
KERA also stresses a move away
mented."
assess not only the students through

Those students preparing to enter
the teaching profession today are not
enterihg the same structure of classrooms they sat in as elementary students.

1990's reform act hits higher education
The Kentucky Education
Reform Act is celebrating its
fourth ~versary this year.
During its four-year existence,
its primary focus has been on
the elementary grades. More
recently focus has shifted to
secondary schools.
KERA does affect higher education, however, and universities across Kentucky are beginning to implement the neces~ plans to adapt to KERAoriented students.
J an Weaver, dean of the
College of Education, said all nf
Murray State University is
affected by KERA in one way or
anoth er, but the area most
affected is the teacher preparation program.

Teacher
preparation
Weaver
said
students
enrolled in the teacher preparation program are learning how
to
teach
"KERA-style."
Students who plan on teaching
high school will not use just the
lecture-style classrooms they
were accustomed to in high
sch ool. Instead all teachers will
devise lessons which encourage
student participation, hands-on
activities, group collaboration

lios of student work in place of
or in addition to traditional
high school transcripts.
Directors of admissions at all
of Kentucky's state-supported
universities collaboratively prepared a document titled "School
Reform and Admission to
Higher Education Programs,"
which focuses on the future of
college admission with regard
to KERA.
It said KERA has "the potential to have a significant impact
on university. admission decision-making if the results are
validated and reported in a useful format."
The document suggests two
ways in which admissions
offices can support education
reform - voice KERA's objectives to groups of potential
applicants and their parents
and give applicants the option
to submit writing samples to
support their admission appliAdmissions
cation.
Murray State's admissions
Phil Bryan, dean of admispolicy will also experience sions, said MSU implemented
changes in the coming years those two procedures.
when freshmen who grew up
During its recent legislative
with KERA's techniques enter session, the Kentucky General
college.
Assembly approved moving the
In the future, admissions KIRIS test, which has been
offices will be faced with the given during a student's final
possibility of accepting portfo- year in high school, to the

and team teaching.
Weaver said teacher preparation is also giving students
experience with performance
based test items which require
creative ,thinking rather than
memorization and quick recall.
Lewis Bossing, chairman of
the department of elementary
and secondary education, said
no specific course teaching the
objectives of KERA is offered at
Murray State, but all education
courses incorporate some of the
movement's components.
He said much of the preparation students receive, with
respect to KERA, comes from
practical experiences students
get while student teaching.
He said student teaching is
the capstone of certification
students' college experience,
allowing students to become
"KERA-ized."

eleventh grade.
of the reform were not impleMoving the test could allow mented in high schools until
universities to begin the admis- recently, the 1994-95 freshmen
sion process sooner and with class will be somewhat unlike
more student information than the
•traditionally-taught"
is currently available.
freshmen classes MSU has preDr. James L. Booth, acting viously admitted.
president and provost, said
Students who experienced
Murray State "pledges (its) KERA in high school will be
complete support to the State accustomed to essay questions,
Board and will assist in devel- which some college professors
oping policies for admission give. They will not be used to
and scholarship decisions that all lecture classes. They will be
are consistent with the objec- used to engaging in hands-on
tives of KERA:
activities to learn certain
proces8es and procedures.
University
IfKERA continues to directly
affect
high er
education,
· professors
Bossing said professors at
Norm Snider, director of com- Kentucky colleges and univermunication services for the sities will need specialized
Council on Higher Education, training in the movement
said supporting KERA is a toward education reform.
prime objective for the Council.
Professors and teachers of all
"Higher education gives grades are encouraged to use
KERA all the support it can." the technical support centers
he said, "and KERA is not just located on five Kentucky cama one-way street.
puses to help prepare and edu"The universities do not just cate them about KERA.
help KERA, KERA gives
Murray State is host to a disimmense help to universities," trict technical support center,
Snider said.
which is run by the state
Next fall Murray State will department of education.
begin accepting freshmen who
Since 1985, however, the
spent four years in KERA-ori- College of Education has operented high schools.
ated an independent school serAlthough some major aspects vice and research center.

...
a

Weaver said both offices
receive requests for assistance,
often concerning KERA, from
teachers in 29 western
Kentucky school districts. The
service puts inquiring teachers
in touch with the appropriate
faculty resources.
The College of Education also
operates a computer network
for the 29 districts, Weaver
said. The service has electronic
mail capabilities, lists of graduating MSU students who are
qualified to teach, and it allows
school districts and the
University to share ideas about

KERA.

Collaboration

..

Snider said universities can
easily implement procedures
that provide cooperative teach-;
ing e:fforts between higher education and elementary, middle
and secondary schools.
"The Council not only urges
the College of Education but
also university faculty and stan;
to give KERA full-hearted sup-'
port," Snider said.
'
He said the cooperative effort
between MSU and Livingston
Central High School to studyl
the Civil War site is a prime,
example of KERA at work.
l
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The Murray
Sfafe News
BY DENISE NULL
REPORTER

Violence is becoming more
prevalent at Murray State
University.
The number of reported
assaults and criminal mischief
cases almost doubled in 1993.
Joe Green, associate director
of Public Safety, estimates that
students have reported as
many
criminal
incidents
already this year as in 1993.
"We have had an upswing in
al~ohol-related
incidents,"
Green said. "I think that may
be the root of a lot of our problems.
"Everything seems to go
downhill from there."
Green has also seen a rise in
LSD and crack cocaine use.
Green calls cocaine ~e drug of
choice on MSU's campus."
1993 figures do report a drop
in theft by unlawful taking.
"I wish we could take full

credit
for
that, but we
have a good
working
relationship
with the student body,"
Green said.
First in a series "We have a
of three articles lot of help
from
our
students as well as our faculty
and staff."
. According to "The Chronicle
of Higher Education," the
decline in reported burglaries
can be attributed to improved
security measures in residence
halls and greater awareness
among students and others
about the threat of crime.
Schools are often accused of
under reporting crime to avoid
drops in enrollment. The MSU
policy on reporting crime has
not changed since the recent
Student Right-to Know and
Campus Security Act.

because you have got to stay informed
and be aware of important issues.

CRIMINAL AcnVITY TRENDS
Although last year's statistics indicated a slight decrease in
campus criminal actMty. f?ublic Safety officialS believe 1994 Will
see an increase. The following is a took at MSU crime tr(tnds in
recent vears: •· ,
::: "· ·
• ·~
·
·
·Crime . . < · ···
K 1993
18f2 .
. 1991 .

~=~ <.~

.::·
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.
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Robbery
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1
1
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Source: MSU PUBt;IC SAFETY

"We report the same numbers
of incidents as we always have
to the state police," Green said.
"This is for our students. We
want them to be aware of what
goes on on this campus. We are
not trying to hide anything.
"We feel that we have one

Public Safety officers have official police duties
BY KELLY HICKS
REPORTER

'

Public Safety officers do more than fi.sb.
keys out of elevator shafts; they ensure the
safety and civil liberties of students. ·
Murray State University's Public Safety
Office is an organized police department
with sworn officers who have graduated
from a police academy.
Public Safety officers have the authority
to question or arrest any student who is in
violation of Kentucky law. The officers follow the rules and guidelines set for any law
enforcement office in the commonwealth.
Any street running through or adjacent
to campus and any property owned by

MSU is under Public Safety's jurisdiction.
•A situation will occur on campus where
someone will ask, 'Should we call the
police?"' said Joe Green, associate director
of Public Safety. "What they don't understand is we are the police.
"We work with the Murray Police
Department and the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department, and we depend on
each other for back-up since our depart.
menta are so small."
Public Safety and Racer Patrol personnel
work together, but are not synonymous.
Racer Patrol officers are uniformed
Murray State students who execute oncampus security tasks that would be performed by security guards on other cam-

puses. A patroler'tt primary job is to serve
as an escort to those students who do not
want to walk alone acroea campus at night.
Racer Patrol officers go through what
Green refers to as -m-house ~ during the 8UIIUD.er.and fall. At this time, they
are advised of their duties and are trained
to handle a variety of security situations.
Although the distinction between Public
Safety and Racer Patrol is not clear to
many students, Green said respect is
increasing for both groups.
"I don't think we are viewed by students
as equals to the Murray Police, but we are
making progreea," Green said.
Both Public Safety and Racer Patrol may
· be reached at any time by calling 762·2222.
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CORPS

for students with MSU ID
Tuesday 7:30 p.m.
)rr~
Wednesday 7:30 and 9 p.m. ~
Curris Center Theater
0

16

Harry Lee Waterfield Lecture
====Professor Diane Blair'====
discussing

Inside The Clinton Campaign:
Reflections from the Arena

Thursday, April 28
7:30 p.lll.
Wrather Museum Auditorium

If you didn't sign up for Rare as a
freshman or sophomore, you can still
catch up to your classmates by
attendmg AI.my ROTC Camp Challenge, a paid six-week summer
course ln leadership traming,

By the hme you have graduated from
college, you'll have the credentials of
I
an Army officer. You'll also have
" the self-confidence and disctpline
1t takes to succeed in college and
beyond.

m·
.

Sponsored by the Department of Political Science,
Criminal Justice and Legal Studies

t

ARMY ROTC
m

•Public is invited

LL

SIIIITEST COLLEGE COUISE YOU W TilE.

For details, visit 216 Stewart Stadium or call

762-4123
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Recruitment

jucos

targ~ts

said he met with students in a
Robertson said this is a joint
journalism class and told them academic and support effort.
what MSU ~ to offer in JRT
"Faculty members are more
Various
Murray
State
curriculum and scholarships.
University faculty members
than willing to go," he said.
have been traveling to commuJames Broughton, assistant
Robertson said representanity colleges to recruit new stuprofessor of physical education tives
will
travel
to
dents.
and recreation, represented the Hopkinsville, Madisonville and
College of Education on the trip Paducah community colleges in
Don Robertson, associate vice
to Madisonville Community April to preregister transfer
president for student affairs
College.
students for fall classes. If this
and coordinator of the recruitCJ like the eye-to-eye contact is successful, this will become a
ing program, said he met with
with the students," Broughton permanent tool in recruit ing.
the presidents of the communisaid. "'I ask about what they are
ty colleges at Hopkinsville,
-rhey (community colleges)
interested in and where they are ver}r appreciative of the
Madisonville and Paducah and
want to go with it."
asked them how MSU could be
additional effort that MSU has
more effective in recruiting.
He said he gets the students' made in trying to recruit their
phone numbers and addreues students; Harrison said.
..We did not h ave enough
so that he will be able to send
presence on the campuses," he
"We are trying to develop a
said .
.
them information about the relationship so it will be an
University.
automatic
connection,"
Robertson said a group of fac- Ha.rrieonsaid.
"With each visit we learn how Robertson said. "Students leave
Robert McGaughey, chair·
ulty members from each of
MSU's six colleges visited man of the department of jour- to be more effective,• Robertson the community college and
MSU is where they want to go."
Hopkinsville and Madisonville nalism and radio/television, said.
community colleges to present
different aspects ofMSU.
Dannie Harrison, assistant
dean of the College of Business
and Public Affairs, said the
group consisted of department
chairs and numerous faculty
members from each college.
"It depends on who is available to go," he said.
Staff from financial aid,
admissions, school relations
and African-American recruiting and retention departments
also went on the trips, he said.
~e set up displays in hightraffic areas and contact the
faculty and try to meet with
students in their classes,•

BY ANGELA ScHADE

STAFF WRIT£R

POLICE BEAT
Aprll12
3:46 p.m. - Matt Watson reported the theft of a red 1<)-speed
Roadmaster bicycle.
Aprll13
10:41 a.m. - There was an attempted eexual assault of a female In
1he Regents Hall parking lot. The offender was riding a bike and is .
described as being abou1 6 feet to 8 feet 2 Inches tall with a muscular
build and brown-blond hair. He Is assumed to be about 20 years old. At
the time of the attack, he was wearing a hot pink cap, hot pink shirt and
turquoise-colored shorts.
Aprll14
2:03 p.m. - The theft of a stereo from the football office of Stewart
Stadium was reported.
10:15 p.m. - A male on a bicycle made sexual remBiks to and
approached a female near Regents Hall.
Aprll15
2:53 p.m. - Phil Teny reported that an emblem was stolen from the
hood of his vehicle. The case was sent to Juvenile Court.
Aprll16
2:44 p.m. - A student was transported by ambulance to MurrayCallaway County Hospital after falling on the lnterfO( steps of Racer
Arena.
Aprll17
6:18 am. - Charles Amdt was lodged In Calloway District Jail on
charges of driving under the Influence.

Student fed up with harassment
BY PENNY RIDENOUR
REI'ORTER

Imagine feeling helpless. Imagine being
Kim.
Kim is a student at Murray State who is

being sexually harassed.
"Even if I wanted to take legal action, I
have no idea how to go about it," she said.
Kim is an u pperclass student who has to
pay her own way through college. Because
her financial situation limits the amount of
grants and loans she qualifies for, Kim
took a part-time job to help pay college
expenses.
"I thought the job was great because
everybody got along," she said. "But then I
noticed my boss making sexual comments
to me when we were working alone.•
Kim said the attention made her feel
uncomfortable, but she went on working,
thin.king the harassment was a figment of
her imagination.
The other female employees also commented on the flirtatious nature of their
boss, bu t dismissed it, sayi.n.g, ·o~ he
doesn' tmean any harm by it."

MJ~e said I had a
nice butt and made
comments on my
breaats,• ahe said. "'But
he said th.ingB like that
to everybody."
The
situation
Sexual
remained much the
Harrassment same for about a year.
Then Kim's
boss
Second
In
a became more Hrious
series of t hree with his flirtation.
"He said he wanted me to come over
while his wife was out of town," she said.
"When I said, 'No,' he told me to rethink
my decision.
"He told me going out with him would be
worth my while. It scared me, but I did.Ii.'t
know what to do, so I played it off like a
joke."
Kim decided not to take any action
against her boas. She aaked to be scheduled for additional hours because of
mounting expensea. However, instead of
receiving more houn, Ki.Dl's hOUl"'IJ ~
cut drutically.

H

"He knew how much I needed the money,
so he thought I would be more likely to
take him up on his advances," Kim said. •

CJ will never take it (sexual innuendo) as
a joke again," she said. •From now on, I
will make it clear that I do not appreciate
that kind of attention and I will press
charges if necessary."

BillAllbritten, director of the Counseling
and Testing Center, said the Center or the
Equal Opportunity Office could offer students options concerning how to handle
sexual harassment.
"'Basically, we let them (students) know
it is in their right not to be harassed,"
Allbritten said.
Kim is the fictitious name of a Murray
who wished to remain

~tate student

anonyntOUS.

a wonderful job on
Founder's Day!
And congratulations to
the following sisters:

Lynn Petty
Laura Jane Small
Heather Clauson
&
Marie Guess
Stephanie Crabtree

gun on former student Prentice
The case of a Murray State Robinson while demanding
University student charged that he hand over $250 from
Aprill with armed robbery was his wallet.
bound over to the grand jury
Gray was arraigned April 5
Tuesday.
on a charge of first degree robA preliminary hearing for bery, a class B felony.
Antonio Gray, 18, found
enough evidence is available to
Gray was returned to
send the case to the grand jury. Calloway County Jail after
Gray allegedly pulled a .25 Tuesday's hearing, where h~
caliber semi~automatic hand- remains on $20,000.bond.
STAFF REPORT

would like to
congratulate our new initiates:

o~

Bonnie Bagninski
Tammy Joslin
Lori Parnell
Tana Barnett
Andrea Bell
Angie Phillips
Susan Blake
Beth Pingel
Beverly Cook
Suzanne Reiss
Melanie Corn
Amy Rhodes
Krystal Foley
Whitney Steele
Cory Heise
Amy Waterfield
Jessica Higdon
Amy Way
Misty Howton
Linda Whitehead
Jennifer Jones
Heather Wilzbacher
Megan Jones

Outstanding Member
Outstanding Senior

Shannon Waddlington

Gray to go before grand
jury in armed robbery case

A lprta Delta Pi

Shannon Miller

Heather Holladay

Racer Patrol escorts
Aprll12 - 18: 24

Once again, Kim did not take legal action
lnfonnatlon for Pollee Beat was gathef9d and compiled by Janice M.
against her boas. Instead, she decided to
Fulps, assistant news editor, from mat8rlals available to th6 public at the
relocate and find a new job.
• Public Safety Office.

Many thanks to sister

Diana McGregor

Aprll18
7:55 p.m. - A cheerleader was transported by ambulance to MurrayCallaway County Hospital after falling at Carr Health.

outstanding Beta Psi

Outstanding Beta Omega

You're in Luck!

Miss Congeniality

There are two
Burgers of the Month in April:

Th e Bacon Ranch McChicken

4.0 GPA
Most Improved GPA

and

The Bacon RancJt Quarter Pounder
\

...And don'tforget our everyday value meals:

Marie Guess
&

Leah Wright
Laurel Ripley
&
Heather Clauson

Most lm_proved GPA
Big & ur sis

Best GPA

Big & Ul Sis

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Double Quarter Pounder w/cheese Meal
Quarter Pounder w/cheese Meal
McGnlled Chicken Meal
Two Cheeseburgers
McChicken Meal
Big Mac Meal

Breakfast Buffet: 7-11 a.m.
Saturday • Sunday

•
107 N. 12th St.
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Wrather recognized as

I

•

BY MAGGIE CARTER
An organization promoting
growth, honor and brotherhood
has been established at Murray
State University.
Todd Hall, junior from
Providence and president of the
Emerald Knight Organization,
said ·Emerald Knight is a service organization that promotes
brotherhood of young black
men and supports all black
Greeks at MSU.
He said the organization
helps them set up for parties
and clean afterwards. He said
they also are planning a step
show in Hopkinsville with that
city's Kappa Alpha Psi chapter.
"In addition to helping

Greeks, we help with the Boys'
Club in Paducah to help keep
those boys off the street," Hall
said.
He said the organization
started this spring when several MSU males realized there
was a need for an organization
that prepared the men for a fraternity.
He said as freshmen, black
males have very little to get
involved in and with the
Emerald Knight Organization,
they can feel like they are a
part of something.
"The organization is like a
stepping stone in preparing a
student for a fraternity: Hall
said.
He said when the organization started, a controversy with

known as the Administration
Building to the Murray State
Normal School, was the Jirst
building on campus ~d was
completed in 1923. It was the
f1rst state institution located in
the Jackson Purchase area.

•

Emerald Knights organization
helps fraternities, community
STAFF W RITER

landiD~rk

years of the school's history.
"The building fell into disrepair over · the yean and the
The Wrather West Kentucky
Board of Regents had two
Museum has recently received
options, they could either tear
a plaque which recognizee the
it down, because they didn't
museum as a national landneed the space anymore, or renmark by the United States
ovate
and make a museum out
The Administration Building
Department of the Interior .
housed the entire university. of it," Alexander said.
The museum was dedicated
Sally Alexander, interim The administration offices,
class
rooms
and
the
cafeteria
September
22, 1982, on
director of exhibits, said the
were
located
in
this
building.
Founders
Day
and named after
museum was declared aa a
M.O.
Wrather
who served as
landmark on June 18, 1975, but
"Rainey T. Wells was the assistant to the president,
baa never had anything to tell founder. He was a dynamic
the public of the honor. lawyer who had a lot of pull director of public relations,
Alexander eventually ordered politically and was instrumen- director of publicity, director of
the plaque to place out in front tal in getting the school built alumni affairs, director of correspondence courses and direcofthe building.
here," Alexander said.
tor of placement.
-rhil building is important
The motto of the Murray
Wilson Hall was the second
becauae the whole history of State Normal SChool was "The building on campus followed by
Murray State Univenity ~ most beautiful campus in the the Pogue Library and Wells
ed right here," Alexander said. South" and was noted for its Hall, which was the first female
Becky Youngwerth/Staff
The Wrather Museum, then beautiful greenery in the early dormitory on campus.
BY KELLY HICKS

AssiSTANT COLI:EGE LIFE EDITOR

Wrather W est Kentucky Museum Is one of t he oldest buildings on campus.

1994

1994 MISS BLACK AND GOLD

some of the fraternities also is welcome," Hall said.
began.
Byron White, sophomore
He said it was a misundel'- from Owell.8boro and vice presistanding and the Emerald dent, said h e wants to be
Knight Organization is not a involved in this organization
threat to any of the fraterni- becau ae he wants to learn
ties.
about brotherhOod and later
~e tried to explain to them join a fraternity.
what we were trying to accom'We hope for a big turnout,"
plish and now everything
White
said.
seems to be OK,,. Hall said.
Devonne Campbell, freshman
He said the organization will
be accepting initiates this fall from Bowling GTeen and secrewith a fee of $20 per semester. tary of Emerald Knight, said he
He said he hopes for a suc- became involved with the orgacessful number to join the orga- nisation because there are too
nization, which is open to any many negative things about
male MSU student regardlen blaclt males and this can be a
pOeitift thing.

of''ft~Ge.

--

., predict mainly blackB will
sign u p, but any male student

"' want this organization to
grow," Campbell said.

. '

RHA elects
new officers

Gambling to be legal at
Cunis Center tonight

STAFF REPORT

The results of elections
for new Residence Hall
Association oft"!cen held
April 12 are:
Cami Pierce, sophomore
from Dyersburg, Tenn.,
president;
John
Vonkaenel,
sophomore
from Gillette.Wyo., vice
president; Kenneth Wray,
senior from Kevil, treasurer; Ken Johnson, sophomore from Carbondale,
IJl.t secretary and Brian
Thorton, freshman from
Herrin, Ill., national communications coordinator.

•
Student
recognized
for superior
studies
STAFF REPORT

Lori Webb, senior from
Hazel, has been selected
by the American Society of
Agronomy as one of 44
agronomy students nationwide
named
an
"Outstanding senior in
agronomy."
The annual award is
based on academic record,
initiative and professional
promise.
Webb is a member of
Alpha Zeta agriculture
honor society and th~
agronomy club.
She has been instrumental in obtaining research
funding to evaluate the
economic and nutritional
merits of soybean protein
in school lunch diets.

...

BY ANGELA ScHADE
STAFF WRITER

From 7 to 10 p.m. tonight, the
Stables will be turned into "Sin
City" when the Residence Hall
Association sponsors Vegas
Night.
Snooky Davis, vice president
of RHA, said that in the past,
Vegas Night was done by senior
Resident advisors, but this year
it will be done by all memben
ofRHA

Davie laid that during Vegas
Night, different casino games
will be set up in the Stables.
She said there will be blackjack, craps, roulette and poker.
Davis said this is a fun activity and it is open to any student.
"When you walk in, you get a
bag of game chips and two tickets,• Davis said. "You can cash
in your chips to get more tickets."
"' the night,
Davis said during

they will draw from among the
tickete to give away smaller
prizes auch as g:iA certificates.
Davis said at the end of the
night, when everyone has
caahed in their chips, they will
draw for bigger prizes such as
phones and compact discs.

24th Earth Day

Davis said that some of the
games will be run by •celebrity
dealera" such as Jim Baurer,
director of the Currie Center.
"Everybody should come out.
It will be a good time," Davie
said.

observed today
at WAL-MART

'

Radio club offers new way
for students to tune in
dle-age. All license classes are
represented too.
~emben meet to discuss _the
A seemingly sporadic series v_ano~ ~odes of commumcaof dots and dashes pulsates tton Wlthin the. hobby, as well
frantically
through
the as to plan speoal events such
receiver's speaker.
as Field Day. This is when
· Meanwhile, a few kilohertz hams practice handling emerup t4e band, a cou} .le in gency communications traffic.
Estonia share a conversation
Since becoming an amateur
about their country's vulnera- radio operator requires a
ble situation.
license, the club gives exams
Thousands of people world- several times a year as well.
wide enjoy tuning into such fas"We'll be giving tests for all
cinating exchanges everyday. license classes at 9 p.m. on
They do this without having to April 30," said Bill Call
pay a fee. It's called amateur (KJ4W), assistant professor in
radio, or ham radio
the department of industrial
Anyone, no matter what the and technology.
age, race, gender or handicap,
The club was founded in 1960
can get in on it.
by Robert Jones, a non-ham
Murray State University member of the faculty. The
offers student and faculty organization set up shop on the
membership in its campus ham lowest
level
of Lovett
radio club, the Murray State Auditorium.
Amateur Radio Club.
The club now operates its
Ages among club members shortwavet VHF and computer
range from adolescence to mid- communications in Room 237 of
BY JOSH W ILKES

REPORTER

.
{

Photo furnished by Sabrina Bouknight
Sabrina Bouknisht, freshman from Louisville, was crowned
Miss Black and Gold Saturday. She was sponsored by the
Alpha Yello w Roses. First runner-up was Lai Valentine,
freshman from Fulton. Second runner-up was Brianna
jones, freshm an from Wheatcroft. Third runner-up was
De nise Carter, freshman from Paducah. Fourth runner-up
was Tonya Shelton, junior from Paducah. The paseant was
sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.

the Industry and Technology
Building.
•Ham radio ia a barrel of
· fun," Call said. "'It's fun for different reasons to different peo,.
1
P e.
Forme of transmitting are no
longer limited to just Morae
code. Voice, computer, satellite
and even •moon-bounce• communication forms are possible
with today's technology.
Scanner ownen can tune in
on the Murray State Amateur
Radio Club's weekly conversation •net• every Monday at 9
p.m. on 146. 940 MHz. All are
invited to attend club meetings,
including non-ham operators.

Tollie Gilliam, graduate student of biology (KR4GK), is the
club president and meetings
are held at 7 p.m. on the first
Tuesday of every month in the
Industry and Technology
Building's ham radio "shack."

'

Sierra Club booth.
On the state level, Earth Day
contributions include 21 enviThe 24th annual Earth Day ronmental legislation acts
is being observed by area busi- appraved by the Kentucky
nesses to offer a way for the General Assembly.
community to get involved in
Senate Bill 268 creates state
protecting our irreplaceable
goals
and incentives for polluresources.
tion prevention. House Bill 349
Area recycling committees
creates state listing of endanand
the
Center
for
gered plants. SB 289 creates a
Environmental Education at
task mce to study lead hazard
Murray State University will
reduction in the state and HB
sponsor activity booths from 10
379 adopts emission fees to
a.m. to 3 p.m. at the WALadminister the federal Clean
MART parking lot located in Air Act Amendments. There
the Central Shopping Center are many more laws that will
today and Saturday.
dramatically effect the treatActivities include a tree ment of the environment.
planting and give-away sponIndividuals can personally
sored by Ron Talent, the
get
further involved in saving
regional forester. There will be
the
environment by helping to
a recycling drop-off for plastic,
clean
up specific communities.
glass, aluminum and used oil.
There will also be a T -shirt and
The
Department
of
mug sale and on Saturday a Environmental Protection can
household waste disposal.
help by providing information
Booths will be set up as well. on cleanups and other environThere will be a Cooperative mental activities. This can be
Extension display, soil conser- obtained by calling 1-800-928vation display, composting 0045 for streamside and lake
demonstration, waste water cleanups, 1-800-928-0046 for
treatment demonstration, a roadside and dump cleanups
solar cooker demonstration, and 1-800-928-0047 for air
population information and a quality community services.

BY KELLY HICKS

AssiSTANT Cou.EGE LIFE EoooR
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Dorm visitation hours cause mixed feelings
BY jiMMIE BROOKS
RE~T£R

Some students who live in
the residence halls have a hard
time abiding by the rules and
regulations of visitation. .
Every. student dormitory,
except White Hall, has visitation hours. This means you are
allowed to have visitors only at

certain set times.
offenses with 49.
There are reasons for having
Springer had 16 offenses durthese rules, but are students ing the middle part of this
really satisfied with their visi- semester. Franklin Hall had
tation rights?
the fewest number of visitation
Springer hall had the most violations. It had 10.
Some students get away with
visitation violations last semester. Residents in this hall par- abusing their rights to visit
ticipated in 75 visitation viola- others. On the other hand,
tions. Hart Hall had the second some do not.
highest number of visitation
"AP. long as you keep quiet

and mind your business,• Baid
Sheila Delany, a junior from
Dayton, Ohio,"l think no one
would really
However, there are some people who do care.
Violations uaually occur after
occupants in a room are heard
or reported by other residents
to be "noisy" or "loud." The
cause of this is that there are

care."

too many people in a single allowed between 12p.m and
room to keep quiet.
Of course, a student may simply have bad luck as in one particular case that happened last
year.
A female was heard sneezing
as a resident advisor happened
to be passing by at 1:00 a.m. on
a weekday. Visitors are only

12a.m. on weekdays. The resident was written up, along with
her boyfriend. You can never be
sure who's listening late at
night.
Students are sometimes careless when it comes to visitaion.
Some haven't a clue what the
visitation hours are till they
are caught for the violation.

Land Between Lakes offers free fun to students
BY PENNY RIDENOUR
REJioRmt

AJJ the semester winds down,
term papers are due, projects

are nearing completion and
stress is sky-high.
In the midst of this hectic
time, Land Between the Lakes
has scheduled its annual visitor
appreciation weekend ·today
through Sunday.

The
Homep)ace-1850,
Woodlands Nature Center and

Golden Pond Planetarium will
offer free admission to their
interpretive programs and
facilities.
In addition, campgrounds are
ch.argi.ng half the basic camping fee for the weekend, not
including electric and water
hook-up.

farm life in the 1850s in westem Kentucky and Tennessee.
Woodlands Nature Center
features live exhibits of regional wildlife and plant varieties.

The exhibits include a bald
eagle, golden eagle, alligator
snapping turtles, black vultures, coyotes and red wolves,
The Homeplace-1860 is a liv- which are on the endangered
ing-history museum that fea- species list.
tures persons dressed in clothThe
Golden
Pond
ing from the late 1800s. They Planetarium will show ..Seven
perform chores characteristic of Wonders of the Solar System," ·

an interpretive view of the
stars and astronomical features
of the night sky.
Recreation planner K. Renee
Norwood said the event's purpose is not just to show appreciation to area visitors.
"'We also want to promote the
regional u.ae of our facilities.
Visitor Appreciation weekend
gives everyone a chance to see
what we have to offer," she
Baid.

Congratulations to
Jennifer l..ang{ord

Ar$HoJJ

for being selected as

841 80UTH
PURYEAR. TN
901-247-8798

Racers of the Week!
We are proud of you!
Good luck in the OVC
tournaments this wee..,,,..,,.,
Love, your sisters

inAOTI

Land Between The Lakes is a
170,000 acre national recreation area featuring access to
Kentucky and Barkley lakes,
campgrounds and access to
primitive outdoor environments.
In addition. Land Between
the Lakes is a national demon·
stration area where new concepts in outdoor recreation are
tested for feasibility in other
park environments. One such
test involves unisex showers

with locking doors at Hillman
Ferry Campground.
The showers are a cost-effective alternative to separate
multiple-shower facilities for
each sex.
The facilities will continue
regularly scheduled interpretive programming and will offer
special programming in observance of Earth Day.
The closest entrance for
Murray State University students to LBL is on roUte 68-80
near Aurora.

Thank you to

Beth Jewell and Melanie Ballard
for all their hard work and patience with

•.r
fl
.-----------------,
$2 Off
• ~All Campus Sing.! Jllllll

J'.J •

You all were great!

,f Love,

I
I
1

.J

·

our sisters in 8XL\

.

I
I
Any New or Used Compact Disc 1
1
I 753 • 8926
Bel-Air Center
•
~I
I
· I
1 Now Open Til8 p.m. on Fridays
1

•Terrapin Stationt)

L8c..!~~"l. ~~~2>'!..----- !,P~;.! .J

Murray State University
Residence· Hall Association
presents...

•
• • II
II

VEGAS
NITE
Free Admission

7

•• •
•••

Begins 7 p.Dl. at The Stables
Friday , April 22
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MSU grad dedicates

self to art students
Bv

REV CRAIG

MAKING

STAFF WRITER

You step back to admire your
cave sketching. The creature on
the sketching looks very similar to the one you saw earlier in
the day.
"Nice work,.. you hear someone say. Turning, you see him.
lt is the leader of the clan. He is
big, hairy and muscular and
striding towards you. You wait
for the usual commands, but
the commands never come.
Instead, he does a very unusual
thing. He smiles.

A

I
DIFFERENCE
that is really the only way to
learn."
Flood said he incorporates
many aspects of learning into
the study of art. He presents
slides, pictures, visual aids and
literature to the class and then
uses a hands-on project to get
the students involved in the
subject being studied. Some of
the projects Flood has made
include a cave and the moon.

Suddenly, everything is clear
again. You are not in a cave, at
least, not a real one.' And the
Flood said he got the idea for
person standing before you is
none other than Karl Flood, the cave when he heard about
your teacher. And he is not a an art student who had made a
Neanderthal.
cave out of a refrigerator box.
He used that as the basis for
A student who has Flood for a
his idea to make the classroom
teacher might have an experiinto a cave.
ence like the one described
"' made a cave by transformabove. And Flood would probaing
the classroom with black
bly, within reason, encourage
paper,
plastic and styrofoam,"
such an active imagination.
Flood said. "An overhead proWhy would he do this? The jector with wood placed on it
answer is simple. Flood teaches served as a fire. We made staart at Murray Elementary lagmites and stalactites out of
School and uses a unique the styrofoam and plastic.•
approach through which dnilAfter the cave was completed,
dren are encouraged to use
the
students were allowed to sit
their imagination during spearound
the "'fire" and tell stocial hands-on art projects.
ries. They were also given
Flood, a 1991 Murray State "buckskin• (crinkled up manila
University graduate with a paper) to draw on.
degree in
"The kids got to learn about
art education, said his the actual physical aspects of a
approach meets learning con- cave, what cave people did and
cepts authorized by the state.
how cave paintings evolved into
•As mandated by the state, art,.. Flood said.
we are supposed to include varThe cave was one of the first
ious ways of learning within hands-on projects. Another prothe curriculum,• Flood said. ject, the moon, was recently
"I've always found that in art completed.

During class, Flood said the
students talked about the moon
' landing, the study of space,
artistic fascination with space
and how artists like Vincent
Van Gogh looked at the moon
and stars.
"Then we actually created a
moon surface for the ·students
by using black lights, black.
paper on the walls and all sorts
of styrofoam rocks and craters
made out of tires," Flood said.
UWe also made a rocket ship
that had a control panel and
blinking lights.•
According to Flood, making
the projects can be time consuming.
"You have to be willing to sacrifice some of your own time,•
he said.
"On the moon project alone
we spent about 15 hours
putting it together over about 3
days on a weekend," Flood said.
"Being single and withQut other ·
pressing obligations allows me
to do this. I realize that some
teachers have families and
other obligations and are not as
able to give that much time...
Flood said he has gotten help
from Murray High School students and Bruce Baldwin, a
Murray State student.
"When we did the moon project, Bruce brought in an old
golf cart and we made that into
a moon buggy by covering it
with aluminum foil, • he said.
Although the construction of
the projects is time consuming,
Flood said he feels that they
are worth the extra time.
"'A nytime you can spark
imagination in a child·and get
them to realize that their imagination is the key to creativity
and learning, you are successful," Flood said.

NO MATTER HOW
YOU PICK IT UP
YOU GET THE BEST
DEAL WHEN YOU
COME IN
70 GATTIS!
_____________________i. ____________________ i

VAlUABlE COUPON
2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & Pasta Buffets

2

Lunch

on1r.

or

$599

.
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1
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2

~ediunn

Pizzas

(One Topping Ecch)

2 Tossed Salads or
2 Small SpaGattis
2 16 oz. Soft Drinks

$

Only

99
plus

tax

Dine-In, Pick-Up Only!

7SS·86lS6

Chestnut St.

BOUB&

The Best Pizza In Town...

You may even get paid for
f eadill g it . After all, this book from
MasterCard· offers lots of useful tips on finding a real
job, and it's written for students ·by students. To order
your copy for $9.95, call 1-800-JOB-8894. MasterCard.

It)s more than a credit card. lt)s smart money.--

.
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I
I

. I .

:

.

I

2 for $699
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duo adjusts to States

BY SCOTT NANNEY

"Both girls have tremendous work ethics and
At first glance, Charmaine
Thomas and Heather Samuel are real talented. I wish
appear to be your typical stu· I had more athletes like
dent-athletes, but these two
standouts for the Racer track them."
AssiSTANT SPORTS EotTott

and field team are much more.
They are just two of many
international student-athletes
who attend Murray State.

Wayne Pate
Head track coach

Thomas and Samuel not only
share their foreign athlete status, but they also have anoth•
•1 missed my family after I
er bond. Both are from the
island of Antigua, located got here, but I didn't feel alone
southeast ofthe United States. because I knew that Heather .
Both also trained under was around here to keep me
Calvin Greenaway before company,,. ahe said.
arriving at MSU.
• Perhaps the greatest chal·
.
. Thomas, freshman account- lenge for Thom.8a was accliing and computer information mating herself to Murray's climajor, came to Murray for the mate.
first time this fall, but it was
"'A big adjustment for me
not the first time she had been waa getting used to the cold
to the U.S.
"
weather because it is always
Barry Johnso.VGuest
Racer track coach Wayne Pate instructs Heather Samuel that their is a need for speed if the
warm
in
Antigua,
•
she
said.
"'I
•I had been to the United
States before I came here," have a breathing problem and Racers hope to do well in this Saturday's OVC championships at Stewart Stadium. Samuel has
a 1ood chance to win four events in the meet.
Thomas said. "'I first visited eometimes the cold air atfecta
me."
Milwaukee and then the
set her fast feet in the United one by the time I turned ten." what subjects you wanted to
Virgin Islands."
Although Thomas admits States in 1990 when she visittake."
Samuel believes the U .S.
Antigua
and
the
U.S.
differ
in
ed
Miami
to
compete
in
a
track
Thomas has only been comtakes the sport of track and
many respects, there are two meet.
While Samuel likes the freepeting as a track athlete for a
field more seriously than her dom of being able to choose her
that
stand
out
to
her.
short time.
Just a year later, Samuel homeland.
own schedule, she dislikes the
•I think there are more found herself a member of the
•I started running track in opportunities for people here
attitudes
of some Americans.
"Back
home
I
didn't
have
to
1990 in high ecbool and ran a than there are in Antigua and Racer track program.
compete every weekend and
•Everyone back home was
-when I first came here, I didn't have to go to practice
little after that too," ahe said.
alao things cost a lot less here
didn't
know
what
to
expect,"
friends
with each other, but
Thomas gave up baaketball than they do back home,• she Samuel said. "I was lost, but I every day, but it is taken a lot
riot
everyone
here is friendly,"
more seriously over here."
said.
while in high school.
knew I had to work hard to be
she
said.
"No
one cares about
As for school, Samuel said
When pondering her future, successful."
there
fellow
man
and everyone
"I enjoyed playing both
there is more freedom in the
seems
to
be
selfish.
7
sports when I was in high Thomas is not sure what she
Samuel began running track choices of classes here than
school, but my mother set me will do after she completes her at an early age and was influ- there is in Antigua.
After college, Samuel said
down and told me that I would education at MSU.
enced to start running by an
she
has one of two plans in
"I
like
this
system
better
have to choose one or the
"'It's too early to say whether 1 older neighbor.
mind.
because
you
can
make
out
other.•
or not I will stay here and find
"'There waa a girl who lived your own schedule and have a
a
job or whether I will go back
When Thomas came to MSU
in my village that use to run choice of when you want your
"' am hoping to either go
in the fall ehe wu bciiittliet, home to Antipa," :Thomas "l:na 8:iut I tried to be li][e classes to be," she said. '1n back home and get married
but she did not feel alone said.
her," she said. •I began run- Antigua, school started at 8 after I graduate or go to
Samuel, junior organization- ning at a very young age and a.m. and let out at 1:30 p.m. Europe," she said, "but I really
thanks to her friend and teamal communications m~or, first began to beat just about every- And you didn't have a choice in. haven't decided yet."
mate.

Golfers want to Put
woods
to
OVC
.

Linksters aim high, but h op e to shoot low
BY SCOTT NANNEY

Brian Henson led the Racers
with a two round total of 152.
He was followed by J aeon
I.ancaster who shot a 155 and
Paul Clements who finished
with a 157.

AsSISTANT SPORTS EOITOit

Monday will begin a busy
week for the Racer golf teams.
Both squads will begin the
competing in the Ohio
Valley Conference championship matches. The Lady
Racers will play at Richmond
' while the Racers will compete
at Opryland in Nashville.

week

"The main thing we need
to do is keep a positive
attitude and not carry a
bad hole over to the next
one."

Head coach Buddy Hewitt
said the team has not played
well , but hopes to rebound in
the conference championship.

J ennifer Langford

"This season has been unsettling to say the least," Hewitt
said. "We haven't played well
and the boys know it, but we're
just trying to put everything
into perspective for the conference championRhin."
The Racers will send five
golfers to the conference championships. Brian Henson, Paul
Clements, David Jacobsen,
Todd Thomas and 0 . J .
Lancaster will make the trip to
Nashville.

· 'Lady Racer golfer

Lady linksters
The Lady Racers are coming
off a sixth-place finish in a rain
sho:rtened
Murray
State
Invitational last Friday.
Jennifer 'L angford led the
Lady Racers with a score of 87.
She was followed by Angie
Haywood who shot a 91 and
Rachelle Cadwell who finished
with a score of 92.
Head coach Velvet Milkman
said the Lady Racers started
the season out well, but have
not played up to their potential
in their recent matches.
"We have girls that can play
golf well and have a lot of talent," Milkman said. "'I think
the biggest problem we have is
our inexperience and the fact
that we have not played
enough competitively."
Milkman said the Lady
Racers have been working hard
in preparation for the OVC
match.
"We have been focusing on
our short game and on learning
how to score in practice,"
Milkman said. "For us to win
the conference, we will have to

play the best round we've
played all year.•
Langford said she waa
pleased shet earned the top
score for MSU in the Murray
State Invitational, but was not
completely satisfied with her
performance.
"'I was suprised at my score,
but I felt that I could have done
better," Langford said.

Hewitt said the obvious in
regards to what h is team has
not done this spring.

·Langford said the primary
goal for the Lady Racers is to
improve in the conference
match and beat Eastern
Kentucky.
-rhe main thing we need to
do is keep a positive attitude
and not carry a bad hole over to
the next one," Langford said.
Sophomore Stacy Kern said
the team has played average
this season, but has the patential to be good if everyone plays
• their best at the right time.
"We haven't done all that
well this seaaon, but we have to
play well together," Kem said.
"'This is something we haven't
done all year."
Kern said she has not played
up to her ability this season,

"Keeping our scores low is
something we haven't done all
year," Hewitt said. "If we are
successful, then we will have to
shoot 75 or lower."
Jacobsen said the teaxn has
struggled this season.

Jud Cook/Photo Edtto'
Rechelle Cadwell, Junior from Benton, hopes to get up and down with
this pitch In the Murray State Invitational.

but hopes to put change this in
the conference meet.
'"I haven't :fulfilled my goals
for this season, but I hope to
play the beet I can in this
match," she said.

"We are in sort of a transition
year," Jacobsen said. "But, I
think we have a good team with
good talent."

Murray men

Jacobsen agreed that the
team will have to shoot a round
of 75 or lower to compete in the
OVC toumment.
'

The Racer golf squad heads
into the conference championship match off an eighth
place finish in the Eagle
Classic at Morehead.

"It will take everybody to
shoot a 75 or lower to do well in
this match," Jacobsen said.
"Our goal is to finish respect-fully."

An open letter
to Dr. Kern
Alexander
Dr. Alexander:
I had the pleasure
Wednesday to attend the &tudent fonun held in your honor.
Despite
your obvious
shortcomIn
ings1,you are,
My
it setms, a
visionary.
Opinion
The plan
you brought
with you for
stimulating
the apathetic
tendencies of
University
students
Kits
includes
revamping
I.AWIENCE
the athletic
programs
''
offered here.
Rather than
concstrating the University's
scarce resources on such lowprofile needs as increasing
salaries or updating facilities,
you will challenge the Murray
State community to broaden 1t,s
horizGI:ls through athletics.
This is a novel, yet somewhat
bizarre, concept. And I commend you for it.
In irumpeting your ideas to
virtually anyone who would listen, ,ou sought to convince students to tum to the lakes for
much of Murray State's .f uture
athletic expansion. Sailing,
rowiDg and crew would each
become a part of Murray's athletic Jjfe, as would rugby and
cric.kel
Sir, you may have been born
in the commonwealth, but after
attending Oxford University
and seeing three of your four
sons ltudy at the most prestigj,ou.e schoola of England, you '
seem as out of place in western
Kentudty as your ideas.
I would hate to imagine,
years from now, my relatives,
or anyone else's, sitting in their
front porch rocking chairs
recanting tales of the time
Murray State trounced
Amherst in one of the greatest
quadruple aculls competitions
of all time.
If you want to give us students more inter-collegiate
sports, give us options we
might enjoy, options somewhat
more indigenous to Kentucky,
such as:
• Monster truck/l'ractor
pull - It is high t~e the sport
moved up from infrequent
stops at the Expo Center to a
full-fledged scholarship sport.
Imagine the thrill of trying w
make out the familiar refrains
of the pep band over the mindnumbing roar of some of the
biggest gas guzzlers on earth.
• Miniature ~rolf- Who needs
twelve clubs, a caddy and halfa-dozen balls. This would allow
our athletes w play the sport
the way God and Cervantes
intended: One man and a stick
against a windmill.
• Bass fishinf - I believe it
was Shakespeare who said,
~t greater love <tis there,
than 'twixt a man and his jon
boat." Believe you me, Dr.
Alexander, there are few
greater thrills than the raw
emotions one feels after impaling one of God's creatures with ·
a bent piece of metal.
• Wrestlin1 - None of that
, pansy, rollin' around on the
mat like two muak.tats in heat,
Olympic stuff here. No siree.
Give us the true, face paintin',
clothes linin', butt kick.in' rock
and roll bloodbath we tune in
to see several times each week,
and we'll represent the
University with style.
• NASCAR racin1 - Sure, it
might cost a little, but not terribly much more than sailing.
Besides, the uniforms are cooler, increased revenue would
come in from Quaker State or
Valvoline and the sport goes
better with beer.
Dr. Kurth, I miaa you
aheady.

=
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FoursoiDe fond of Philly
BY jEFF DREWS
SENI04t STAFF WRITU

This foursome did not need a doctor's orders to win two games
in the Schick three~o~~three championships held In Philadelphia.
Julius Erving (Dr. J) statue towers the team In the background.
From left, Kandi Wommack, Krista StaJis, Anne Paul and Leah
Darnell.

For four dollars, Kandi
Wommack, Krilta Stalla, Anne
Paul and Leah Darnell
received t-ehirts, gym bags, a
pair of Reebok basketball
shoes, tickets for an NBA game
and an all expense paid trip to
Philadelphia.
The grand experience started
when four beet friends formed
a three-on-three team.
Two of them played for
Calloway County High School
and two played for Marshall
County High School.
Together, they participated
in the Schick three-on-three ·
tournament and managed to
win their way to Philadelphia
for the championship game
against Marquette University .
The team played at The
Spectrum
following
the
Philadelphia 76ere-Charlotte
Hornets NBA game.
Although they lost the game,
the experience was immeasurable.
"' enjoyed playing on a NBA
court," said Kan.di Wommack,
senior from Benton. -rhe same
court that Julius Erving and
Charles Barkley and Moses
Malone played on.•

The team began playing at
11:45 p.m. and did not finish
until 1:30 a.m. Eight teams
made it to Philadelphia and
MSU eHminated two of them
(Eaatem Dlinoie and ~erican
University).
.rwe were eo nervous for that
first game," said Krista Stalls,
sophomore from Murray. "We
just had to get rid of the jitters.•
Fatigue played a big part in
the lose to Marquette. The
team had been awake for more
than 20 hours.
"After the jlame. we were
glad · it was over," Wommack
said. ..
Wommack and Stalls said
they still enjoyed the visit to
Philadelphia.
"'t was fun. We saw some
prefeeeional hockey players
and we watched a 76ers game
and saw (Larry) Johnson,
Alonzo
(!4ourning)
and
(Tyrone) Boguee," Wommack
said.
Next year, the four will play
again. But for now, they have
their memories.
"''ll
remember beating
U.K.: Wommack said. «aut I'll
always remember losing to
Marquette.•

Racers play for OVC
crowns in Music City
STAFF RtfiORT

You could call it their Racera• edge as they head to their

conference tournaments.
Women•a tennis coach Connie KeAaliq and men•a tennis
coach Bennie PUrcell ex~ their reepective team's depth to
be. their biggest strength when tb.ey play ~ conference
tOurnaments in Nashville thiJ weebnd.
-Four of Ou:r six singles p~ haft won more than 20
matches: Keasling said. "We've be very happy with how
everyone has played."'
The Lady Racers' 18-7 record earned them third during
the .regUlar season and should ear.Q that teeding for the
tournament.
"We've gone 6-2 in our l8et eight mat.rlJas (losses to
Middle Tennessee State and the UDiftrlitV of Tennessee Martin)," Keasling said. rwe should laettle Middle and
~artin for the championship. We all)lave good depth.•
A women's cbampiOillhip would tMJtbe ecboo1'1 first in
women's tell1'is since 1987.
Purcell expeets a chanp in the ~·· format to help his
13-7 Racers.
1
"Th.ia year we changed ftom flight aoznpetition to team
play,• said Purcell who won.hia ~match as the Racers•
coach lQt spring. "'We 'A'Oil~ be playtial like the women do
as we have in the.past.•
f..
.
· ~Ubeiieve& ~ ia the favodf.e to repeat aa OYC
-~-

...... .

:. fo,;Q,IU.Up1Qn8.

f

for yet another
1
wonderful timel
1
Paul Bunyan Day was greatI

~t~~ ~-. ·~r'ik.._,

of the

~t-;•J i .

Kap~P!i~~.Order for a

great

Love,
the sisters In
Alpha Sigma Alpha

Oi~~~ Day!!!

The sisters of
Theta Chi Delta
would like to welcome
representa~ives from

APRIL 28

6 p .m. Tennessee Room
3rd Floor Curris Center

'

Thank You ArP

The sisters In ALA
:.fR.~ . -~:!?:~~."
(~·~
n;-.u'
thank the soUf.. ~rfi.~gentlemen
j;. "'it

i'

bell* ..,

•1 gueBB since they (M.'J.'St)')
hare, they are considered the favorite/' ~11 aut
.
But lPuri:ell does not mind .bia t.e.ui'• cbanoea.
'We have A goo,d team And bopefi.11l;y if we play well we
ean ,go down there and bring sometbi,N back,• PUrcell said.
'.l'.bat something would be Pw:cell's~ OVC crown:.

Congratulations to

-'Christine
Nichter
for being selected as a

Phi Si.fim.a·Sigma.
We are looking ·forward
to meeting with you
and hope you enjoy
your visit to

Student Ambassador
and to alternates:

.

Jill Highfil

Meg Son1rnerkarnp
Jennifer Taylor

AOh

Murray State.

r

IS PROUD OF YOU!

ILIFE HOUSE CARE CENTER FOR WOMEN!
FREE
Pregnancy Tests

(All Services Confidential)

Now open Mondays unti/8 p.m.
A

Fr

1& T Bulldin

-~s ~fs-0100

g•

past abortion support groups~~ 1506 Chestnut

STUDENT
ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION'S
Don't throw
your money
away.
Advertise in
the

Murray
State

The Sisters Of

Sigllla Alpha Iota

April 29, Noon to 5 p.m.
Intramural Field
Applications may be picked up in the Alumni Office, 5th floor

would like to apologize for the
mathematical errors during
tabulation of All Campus Sing.

fl

News
I

Thank you to all who
participated.

Sparks Hall. Applications are due Monday, April 25 by 4 p.m.

You Gotta Play
Dirty To Win
Faye's
Taco Bell
University Bookstore

Papa John's
Curris Center
Graphic Communications
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Matt Culp's eigth inning home run on
Tuesday gave rookie head coach Mike Thieke
and his team a 3-2 victory over 24-13 Arkansas
State. It was Culp's ninth long ball of the season. Adam Wilson picked up his sixth win in
relief.
Despite a good effort on Wednesday, the
'Breds were unable to knock off nationallyranked Memphis. MSU had defeated the Tigers
in Memphis earlier this month, but were unable

ovc

Track hosts
Staff Report

to complete the sweep in loeing 9-6.

The improved 1994 edition of 'Breds baseball
battled the Blue Raiders of Middle Tennessee
State University last weekend in winning two of
three games.
Middle defeated Murray in all three
matchups last season. The combined score of
those three games was 21-7. This made this
years 7-6 and 7-3 victories all the more special.
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'Breds battle MTSU
Staff Report

1994

The Memphis pitcher held the 'Brede hitless
for five innings before catcher Mark Walker singled to break up the no-hit bid. Robert Hunter,
Chris Godwin and Chris Moddelmog all followed
with singles of their own. Kurt Muskopf eventually doubled to tie the game at 3-3. Memphis
plated two runs in both the eighth and ninth
innings to score the come-from-behind victory at
Reagan Field.
Senior Chris Moddelmog believes this yeats
17-17 squad has one special trait that last season's 9-31 team was missing.
"We're now able to sustain our intensity,"
Moddelmg said. "We believe we can beat anyone.•
The 'Brede now head to Richmond where they
will face Eastern Kentucky for a tbree..ganie
weekend series. Murray stands at 5-4 in the
OVC which is only one game behind conference
leader Austin Peay.

Racers of
the Week

MUIT&y State University's track and field squad will be the
hoet of the Ohio ~alley Conference Outdoor Championship
meet Saturday.

Senior Greg Deaves
of the Racer Track and
Field team has been
chosen as a Racer of
the Week.
Deaves, from
Crestwood, won the
discus and shot put
events at the
Mississippi State
Invitational. He won the
discus with a toss of
133-8 and the shot put
with a distance of 47-5.
Deaves also has the
third and second
longest distances
respectively in these
ave events this season. He also placed
third in the javelin during the meet.

The Racers enter the conference championships coming off
several good individual performances in last weebnd'a
Mississippi Statt.'! Invitational.
Heather Samuel led the way on the w<n:nen~ side ~..
ing provisionally for the NCAA Outdoor Cbainpoinehipa in
both the 200- and 400-meter dashes. Samuel qualified with a
time of 23.65 in the 200 and a 54.19 in the 400. ·•
Phyllis Jackson and Charmaine Thomas also provided good
performances. Jackson won the 100-meter hurdles with a
time of 15.15 while Thomas captured first place in the 800meters.
Greg Deaves led the men with victories in the discua and
shot -put events while also finishing third in the javelin
throw.
Eric Dixon's 168-6 javelin toea earlier in the 18aaon ia
OVC'slongeat throw of the year.

L)'ndoJl Hepburn was eecond in the 400-meters with a time
of-49.19 while TrevorJ{amilton ran a close third in a time of
49.48.

WRITE 'EM COWBOY

Mareua Brown and Chris Barber tied tor ~ place ·.~
the high jump competition with ajwnp otM. ~· s.;B is

seasoi..'·

~ ~nterence'a best high jump ot'tbe
i';. 1• , ' · '
Head coach Wayne Pate said·~·· s,ctU,ad.i.;iJl~ lhape
*lld ready to compete in the c:on1'erenci8 meet; . ; , .• •· . · . ·
.-J think we are in pretty~ sha.pe'goingi:n:to the~
ence meet," Pate said. *We still have some Jdda.Witb;·iJVuries
and BOme that are not 100 percent he~. But .the iitijcdty
ot ~kids are good to go. You alwa)ra want to go into a meet
with your gun loaded and your athletes healty, bU.t that doesn't always happen.•
·
Pate said the team wiD have to give its' best performance of
the year in order to win the meet.
"We will have to do the best we have all year,• he aid. Our
freebmen will have to step up and do the best they can.•
Hepburn said the team got off to a sJow start dur:ing the
indoor season, but has Iince begwito pick. up the paee dUJ:i1ig
the outdoor season.
"We gc,t; a illow start in indoon, but ~ne Juls dOne there
best and have begun to do better,• Hep~ ~~
Hepbu.m. eaia. tlie meet will be ~J>C'titi:Ve' anciJ:he • team
will h4tve to give a good performanCe to dO ...;'. >,,, ·
"Our Wun.goal is to executt
Pate said the women's team ~fn,m.· Middle.;~--eeA.ncl
the men 1i'ODi Eastern Ken~ · WOUld •· ·~ ·. be· the
favorites on the ba~~~~~ c:Onrerence dWnpionabipa

..U.mid be.;nioivaw;•

Michelle Stinnett/Staff
Kevin Smith, an· All-Pro defensive back for the Dallas Cowboys, signs autographs In the Curris
Center wtille he was here last Saturday.
._.
'"'
~" ~

~~""'·

.....

t-

Lady Racer Heather
Samuel has also been
named a Racer of the
Week.
Samuel, junior from
Antigua, qualified provisionally for the NCAA
a~oor

Championships at the
Mississippi State
lnvitationai .. Samuel
won both the 200- and
40()-meters. She ran
the 200 in 23.65 seconds and the 400 in
54.19. Samuel also has
the fastest times in the
ave this year in the
100, 200 and 400,
meters, as well as the
longest throw in the
javelin.

CIASB~Fmns
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

Way to go ArAsoccer teaml

To the Brothers of Alpha Sigma
Phi-You guys looked mighty
nne In those boxers and blaz·
ers at the mlxerl We'll mix with
you anytime! Thank you for a
wonderful mixer. Love, The
sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT-~ up w
$8,000+ In two months. Room
and board! Transportation!
Male or Female. Noexper1eooe
necessary. Call (206)545-4155
ext. A5538

Congratulations and good luck
to all the new Ads Club officers!

SUmmer ReaortJobe-Earnto
$12/hr.+tips. Locations Include:
Hawaii, Aor1da, Rocky Mountains, Alaska. New England, etc.
For details call : 1·80080705940 ext. R5538.

Woo Woo_Have I evertoldyou
I love you? Forever and al·
ways, Dawn Marie
Congratulations to the Broth·
ers of the Kappa Alpha Order
on a successful Old Sooth
Days! Love,The sisters of ext.
Aussle-Happy belated birth·
dayI We hope you had a good
onel Love, Dawn Marie and
Woo Woo
Hey D-You're brutal.Sincerely,
Pear1Jam

Good Lucl< Melody on your last
track meet! We're behind you
all the way! AI.A 'J.Dve and ours,
Your sisters

Tr&-Go out with hlml Love ya,
Dawn Marie
And~

miss your facel I wish
you were hera In billy Bob Joe
Red Nect< Schmuck land with
mel Love ya, Dawn Marie

HELP WANTED
Patti's 1880 Settlement in
Grand Rivers, KY, Is now ac·
ceptlng applications for sum·
mer employment-all restaurant
positions. For information call
Lisa at 362-8844.

AA CRUISE & TRAVEL EM·
PLOYMENT GUIDE. EARN
BIG $$$ + TRAVEL THE
WORLD FREEl (CARIBBEAN,
EUROPE, · HAWAII, ASIAI)
HURRY! BUSY SPRING/
SUMMER SEASONS AP·
PROACHING. GUARANTEED
SUCCESS! CALL (919) 929-

4398

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED
ALASKA

START YOUR OWN CAREER
In a fast-growing business.
Sales exper1enceortnllnlng not
necessary. For appointment.
call 753·1826

Roommate Wanted: 3 bed, 2
bath, WID. eeml·furnlshed
house 2 miles from campus.
Clean. 753·1172

Need a place for summer?
Preferably sane and non·de·
sb\lctlve fenlale. Fumlshed
house, washer/dryer, $2001
month(lnctudesuUIItlea,phone,
cable). No deposit. 2 spots
available. 762·2891

****

****

WANTED
Responsible junior/senior female or professor to share
home block from C81Jl)US dur·
lng fall '94/sprtng '95. NowInter·
viewing. For Info call759-9570

NOTICE
Alaskan Fishing Industry
Earn up to $10,000 this
summer In
both on/off shore jobs. No

exp. nee.

SUr.wER OPPORTUNITIES
· FOR COLLEGE SOPHoMORESApplynow. Six weeks
leadership training Intern.
Scholarship opportunities
available. Call 762·4123.
ARMY ROTC.

(412)·734-8457.24 hrs.

Ads ClutH3o get 'em In Clnci·

FOR SALE
Bttdal gown with veil, excp~l·
site, shadow length, beadad
bodice size 9. Must seel $250
080. (502) 623·8623
Unexpected oompllcatlooe;
selling Bahamas/R . Lauder·
dalevacation, 7 days IncludeS
cnJise and accommodations
for two. Call for more detalsl
Great prloel Couples ott(.
502-623423

Get your
Murray State
0 T-Shirt

Newsmakers
MSUTV-11

Wednesday,
April27
10:30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m.
Thursday,
Apri128
11 :30 a.m.-2:30p.m.

LIVE

2nd Floor
Currls Center.

Monday, Apr. 25 at 6 p.m.
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M~~NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

Deadllne......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU 10: 10¢ per word

Without MSU 10: 15¢ per word

NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be malted along with payment to:
Classlfleds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
LOST & FOliNO
RIDES

MISC.
NOTICE

Monday, Apr. 25 at 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April27 at 9:30p.m.
Thursd~y, April28 at 6:3q p.m.
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Sexual assaults reported
Safety searched the area for
the suspect but could not locate
him.
The suspect has been
described as a white male in his
208 with brownish-blond hair.
He was seen riding a 10-speed
bicycle and wearing a hot pink
baseball cap. He's 6'0" to 6'2"
tall and weighs about 200
pounds.
Public Safety is asking students who might see someone
matching the description to
contact them immediately.

BY j EFF D REWS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Over the past two weeks,
three Murray State University
females have been sexually
assaulted in the parking lot
adjacent to Regents and White
halls.
The latest incident occurred
at 10:41 a.m., April 13 in the
Regents Hall parking lot.
The
Murray
Police
Department and MSU Public

All callers will remain anonymous.
The Housing Office has
placed signs in Regents and
White halls describing the suspect.

Cood Sollrce ol VItulli " C" alld

CALIFORNIA
STRAWBERRIES

"We are looking at a very
serious thing," said detective
captain Carl Martin. "Students
need to be aware of where they
are and what's around them.

49

$

-rhey need to keep an eye out
for things out of the ~normal,"
he said.
Hlch I• Ftber
U.S. No. I Cetl1tlae

"' feel the Board of Regents
and the search committee have
conducted it as it has for the
benefit of the search."
Murray State's six deans met
Wednesday with Easley to
voice their opinions via an
informal resolution outlining
their feelings toward the candidates and the search process.
Gary Hunt, dean of the
College of Fine Arts and
Communication, said the deans
know the concerns of the faculty, staff and students, but the
group did not publicly form a
decision about the process.
Shirley Reamer, president of
Staff Congress, said one of the
group's major concerns is the
process by which the search

SEARCH
Continued from Page 1

reported that Easley admitted
talking with various candidates
during the search.
He said the first step in the
search involves reviewing a
candidate's credentials before
hearing
comments
from
Korn/Ferry International consulting firm from Dallas.
Student regent Brian Van
Hom said the committee has
never had intentions of withholding information.
"My assessment of the search
~ that it has been very good,"
he said.

has been handled.
She said Staff Congress ~
interested in the amount of
controversy the search is creating.
Reamer said the group wonders. whether a candidate
which meets the needs of the
campus will be selected.
"We have had some good candidates interview, but I don't
know that faculty and staff
have met the right ones yet,"
she said.
"'t is just a 'wait and see'
process."
The Board hopes to name a
replacement for President
R4?nald J. Kurth by July 1.
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1<4 to 17 lb. Averace
HOU.Y or MASH

Family Pak
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TENDER
BROCCOU
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All Meat

BONE-IN PORK SERVE 'N SAVE
HAMS STEAK WEINERS
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U.S.D.A. Crade "A" HOUY·TYSON
Mhed Parts

FAMILYPAK
FRYING CHICKEN
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!Murray Laundry·Center
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Fresh 73% Lean (3 lbs. or more)

GROUND BEEF

v

Dry-cleaning a: Alterations
Monday-Saturday 8:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m.-11 p.m .

Free Pick-up and Delivery on Campu s
Bel-Alr Center South 12th Street

759-2570
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Replar, Diet or Caffeine Free

>ll:O,CAC0LA C
btl.
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Alsortd Flavors RUFFLES

KROGER

7
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Squeeze

HUNT'S KETCHUP

V.~~ ~~e

Assorted Flavors ICE MILK or

Auorted Varieties LEAN CUISINE

TEXAS GOLD ICE CREAM LUNCH EXPRESS ENTREES

TIME
IS
RUNN ING

~.:;~. $)99 ®.~~~$)38
32 oz. Double Power U quld
or 42 to « OL Powder

ULTRA SURF DETERGENT

~7 ~.. $)99
\!!

OUT!
Any Light Sandwich, a Side Salad
and 20 oz. Diet Drink.
Lov,/in calories and great in taste! Choose any of Arby's
delicious Light Sandwiches- Roast Beef Deluxe, Roast
Chicken Deluxe or Roast Turkey Deluxe. Plus, ~
add a Side Salad with ION·calorie dressing
and a 20 oz. Diet Drink. All for under
·
350 calories• and for only s3.5o.
.

©1992 Arby's Inc.

Expires: May 6
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Any Ught Sandwich,
Side Salad

$3.50
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There are only
two more
issues of
The Murray
State News.
Don't delay,
advertise
today!

Al11g&
,1. "
I 762-4478

And 20 oz Drink
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"'·~~·$2''
99e 99e
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Ortclnal or Homestyle

Frozen

Individually Wrapped Sliced
Replar and Ute

KRAFT

KROGER TROPICANA
KROGER
SQUEEZE
POTATOES ORANGE JUICE CHEESE FOOD PARKAY

GOOD

---------------

AMorted Flavors

BIG K DRINKS

Frozen Rqular

c::==,::>

DIFFERENT i-.

KROGER

SUPREME BLEND COFFEE

and Crinkle Cut

Arbyse

Arby's Restaurant
507 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky 42071

ctolce

lib.

12 oz.

ba&

can

• I" Tlie CHII •
Roasted or Bar-B-O

WHOLE
CHICKENS

99
OKh$3
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